Appeal

TO THE STAKEHOLDERS OF HYDRO CARBON TANKERSLOADING
AND UNLOADING BUSINESS IN INDIA

I respect national and international standards; their administration and
enforcing bodies (including Indian standards and Bureau of Indian Standards,
BIS, Oil Industry Safety Directorate) for their contribution to society in
providing domain specific standards and guidelines. Also I respect enforcing
authority’s efforts towards ensuring standard compliance requirement in
business. I respect all LPG and Propane producing companies including their
procedures for loading and unloading of road tankers for transportation to
various destinations across the India. I respect all Indian government oil
companies that are marketing LPG and Propane for their untiring efforts,
systems and procedures in safe transporting the product through busy roads in
a responsible way.

The stakeholders of this business are humbly requested to consider the
gaps mentioned in this research work are not to be treated as criticism on any
specific clause in any standard or on standards enforcement authority or on
any testing laboratory or on any specific person or on any specific industry or organization.

With due respect, I appeal to all stakeholders to consider the recommendations given in this research work are purely to improve implementation of national standards with noble intentions towards improving the occupational health of the loading operators in a long run.

Anant Tandale
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